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Funny fiction 

About this pack 

This pack is a  celebration of fun and laughter in our reading.  
Here’s the latest Funny Fiction Chatterbooks pack with a bumper collection of some 
of the latest funny books for children….and some old favourites. 
This pack is brought to you by The Reading Agency and their publisher partnership 
Children’s Reading Partners 

 
This pack is brought to you by The Reading Agency and their publisher partnership 
Children’s Reading Partners.  
 
The Reading Agency has run Chatterbooks, the UK's largest network of children's 
reading groups, since 2001. Reading for pleasure has more impact on children's 
success than education or social class; Chatterbooks groups, which are run in libraries 
and schools, help children develop a lifelong reading habit. Chatterbooks is a flexible 
model that can be used with children from 4 to 12, for all different abilities and in 
targeted or mixed groups.  
Find out more at: www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks  
 
You can buy Chatterbooks packs in The Reading Agency shop: 
https://shop.readingagency.org.uk/collections/children  
 
 You can find hundreds of free resources for children on the Chatterbooks resources 
page: https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/?programme=chat    
 
The Reading Agency is a national charity that tackles life's big challenges through the 
proven power of reading. We work closely with partners to develop and deliver 
programmes for people of all ages and backgrounds. The Reading Agency is funded 
by Arts Council England. www.readingagency.org.uk   
 
The Reading Agency’s partnership programme brings publishers and literature prize 
coordinators into a closer relationship with libraries across the country to support 
the delivery of author events, promotions and reading resources directly to readers. 
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Ideas for your Chatterbooks sessions 
 

TALK ABOUT 
Get together a collection of funny stories, joke books and comics, so that you’ve got 
lots to refer to, and plenty of reading for your group to share. 
(Have a look at the reading ideas further in in this pack.) 

 
What makes you laugh? 
Talk about all the different things which make people laugh. Think about: 
Different kinds of funny things – eg: 
Jokes 
Puns 
Playing with words 
Slapstick 
Spoofs and take-offs 

 

The kinds of situations which can make us laugh – E.g.: 
Unexpected situations 
Expected things 
Unfamiliar/familiar 
Laughing at people 
Laughing with people 

 
Are they always happy things? 
Are there things which some people laugh at and others don’t think are funny at all? 

 

Your favourite funny books 
Make a list of all the funny books your group enjoys – and their favourite authors of 
funny fiction. 
Ask everybody to talk about their number one funny book and say why they 
especially like it – why does it make them laugh? 
Get everyone to try from the list a book which they haven’t read – then report back 
on it at the next meeting: did they like it, or not? Would they have read it if it hadn’t 
been recommended? 
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Activity ideas 
WARM UPS 

 
Funny fiction: Wordsearch The answer is at the end of this pack 

 

Here are some funny fiction characters hidden in the squares below – see how many 
you can find: across, down, diagonally, and from right to left. 
They are all characters from books featured in this pack. When you’ve found them, 
talk about the characters and their stories. 

 
PIGSTICKS BARRY LOSER WINNIE THE WITCH SUPERTATO 
SUPER GRAN THE DRAGONSITTER SHAUN THE SHEEP  NORM 
TIMMY FAILURE JUDY MOODY THE BOLDS SHIFTY MCGINTY 

 
 
 

X S K C I T S G I P Z X Q W J G W 
D Q A X V N M B C Z A S F X G R I 
G W Z L Y R R A B L O S E R P T N 
Z G J B M X V C Z A D X Z E K B N 
S U P E R T A T O Z X Q W T Z X I 
U Z E E Q J W R Y I P Z X T K Q E 
P M E E R U L I A F Y M M I T W T 
E Z H X H Z G X A Q Z X W S X Z H 
R X S B Y Q T J Z W A S Z N H J E 
G Q E Z M W N U V C Z A Q O G F W 
R W H Q D X M D Q E T U W G K X I 
A V T W Z R A Y F X Q W X A J B T 
N P N J O X N M J G D A B R G P C 
Q E U N S D L O B E H T X D Z Z H 
Z C A Q B Q Z O B J X Q Z E W Q J 
W J H Y I P L D F D A Z C H S X F 
Z X S H I F T Y M C G I N T Y W G 

 
 
 
 

Who is your favourite character out of all of these? 
Tell your group, write a description, or draw a picture of the character you like best. 
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Match up these characters with their descriptions 
 

Put the right name to each of these descriptions. 
It looks as if quite a few of these funny fiction characters don’t get anywhere near 
soap and water! 

 

Something about me Who am I? 
1.My uncle is a hunkle and my little brother is utterly annoying! Scaredy Squirrel 
2.I come from darkest Peru and I like marmalade sandwiches Mr Stink 

3.I haven’t hit my growth spurt yet and I write a journal… Horrid Henry 
4.Whatever horrible deed you think of, I have probably done it! Clarice Bean 
5.I have a glass eye, and I play tricks on my husband Dirty Bertie 

6.I never leave my nut tree – it’s way too dangerous out there! Paddington Bear 
7.I have nose-pickingly disgusting habits – and crazy schemes Mr Gum 

8.I am a super-hero fighting things pre-shrunk and cottony… Wimpy Kid 
9. I smell rather … my friend Chloe hides me in her garden shed Captain Underpants 
10.I have a red beard, a very untidy house & a beautiful garden Mrs Twit 

 
 

LONGER ACTIVITIES 
 

Only joking! 
Get together a collection of joke books and look at all the different kinds of jokes – 
eg: Riddles; Knock-knock; Elephant jokes; Shaggy dog stories… 

 

Choose a theme and get everyone to look for a joke on this theme – or they may 
know one already, or can make some up! 
Get people to practise telling their joke to a partner - then have a joke-telling session 
together – see which jokes make most people laugh. 
Or get in pairs and choose a number of your favourite jokes to create a comedy 
routine together. 

 
A funny thing happened … 
Think of something funny that has happened to you: perhaps you’ve been ‘framed’?! 
Maybe falling into a swimming pool? Falling off a stage? Saying something that made 
everybody laugh? Seeing something really strange? 
Write down your funny story and then read it or tell it to the rest of the group. 
Use this ‘funny thing’ sheet to get you going on your story. 
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A funny thing happened… 
When? 

Where? 

Who was there? 

What happened? 

Why did it make you/people laugh? 

Anything else to add to your story? – e.g. some more details? Or what 
happened next? 
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Funny ways with words 1: Wordplay 
Playing with words can create some really funny ideas and pictures and lots of jokes 
depend on wordplay – e.g: 

 

Did you hear about the kidnapping at school? 
…It’s ok, he woke up! 

 
What do computers eat for a snack? 
Microchips! 

 
What did one hat say to another? 
You stay here, I’ll go on ahead! 

 
In wordplay you can play with the different meanings of a word e.g: 

 
 

– or with different words which sound similar – e.g: 
How do you paint a rabbit purple? 
With purple hare (hair) spray! 

 

Can you make up some jokes using wordplay? 

Try it with these words - 

Different words, same sound: 

• Beach & beech 

• Claws, clause, (Santa) Claus 

• Reign & rain 
 

Same word, different meanings: 

• Sole: meaning a fish; the sole of your foot 

• Log: meaning a piece of wood; log in to a computer 
 
 
 

I never wanted to believe that my Dad was stealing from his job as a road worker. 
But when I got home, all the signs were there. (Two meanings of the word ‘sign’) 
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Funny ways with words 2: Limericks 
A limerick is a nonsensical verse made up of five lines, with a particular structure. 
Here’s a famous limerick written by Edward Lear: 

 
There was an Old Man with a beard, 
Who said, 'It is just as I feared! 
Two Owls and a Hen, 
Four Larks and a Wren, 
Have all built their nests in my beard!' 

 
Have a look together at the structure of a limerick. 
How many lines does it have? 
Which lines rhyme with each other? 
How many syllables are there in each line? Which lines are shorter? 
What is the rhythm of the poem like? 

 
When you’ve worked this out your group could create some of their own limericks; 
you could start by collecting some groups of rhyming words which you might use – 
e.g. gate, late, wait; busy, fizzy, dizzy; table, label, fable, able 

 
Here are some starting lines you could use: 
There once was a farmer from France… 

A hairy black dog in a park… 

The more nonsensical your limerick, the funnier it will be! 
 

Funny characters 
Talk about your favourite funny characters. What makes them funny? How they 
look? The things they do? The things they say? 
Imagine your own funny character and then draw a picture: 

• A boy, girl, man, woman, animal, bird? – or maybe an alien or a fantasy 
creature 

• What does your character look like? Is there something about their appearance 
that makes you laugh? 

• What do they say or do that you think is funny? 

• Do funny things happen to them? 
Here’s a frame for your drawing. Give your character a name and write a short 
description. 
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My Funny Fiction Character 
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What happens next? 
Choose a funny fiction book which is new to your group, set the scene, and start to 
read it to them – then ask them to write, draw or talk about what happens next! 

 

Funny voices! 
Choose some well-known fiction characters and from their books pick out some lines 
of dialogue which are typical of those characters. 

 
Write the lines on slips of paper or up on a flip chart, each with the name of the 
character saying it. 
Get people to read the lines first as the character might say it and then see how it 
sounds reading it in different voices – e.g. a posh voice; a deep voice; a squeaky 
voice; a shout or a whisper! 

 
Characters could include Paddington Bear, Winnie the Pooh, the BFG, 
Bilbo/Frodo/Gandalf, Winnie the Witch, Norm – or Harry and Hermione! 

 

Here are a few suggestions: 
Curiouser and curiouser!; now I'm opening out like the largest telescope that ever 
was! Good-bye, feet! Alice in Wonderland 

 
To die will be an awfully big adventure! Peter Pan 

 

The poetry of motion! The real way to travel! The only way to travel! Here today – 
in next week tomorrow!...O bliss! O poop-poop! O my! O my! Toad in Wind in the 
Willows 

 
Oh please don’t go! We’ll eat you up we love you so! The Wild Things 

 
Where are you going to, little brown mouse? 
Come and have lunch at my underground house. Fox in The Gruffalo 

 
You could also try this using different voices for scenes from favourite books where 
there is lots of dialogue. 
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Funny fiction: Some recent titles for you to enjoy 
Picture books 

Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam: The Diamond Chase 
Tracey Corderoy & Steven Lenton Nosy Crow 
978-0857636690 
Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam have swapped their life of crime for a career 
in cupcakes. They’re baking for a seriously swanky party, where somebody 
has taken Lady Kate's tiara; all the clues point to the thief being a penguin. 
But there are DOZENS of penguins at the party - it doesn't look as if this is 

going to be a black and white case... 
Tracey Corderoy lives in Gloucestershire. She began writing for children in 2006 – her books include 
the Hubble Bubble Granny picture books, and Monsters, Mayhem and a Sprinkling of Crumbs! 
Steven Lenton has written and illustrated Five Christmas Penguins. He lives in London and Bath. 

 
They searched every waiter ‘My name’s Sidney Scarper! 
But then the last one the thief cried with glee. 

quite suddenly winked ‘And no-one – but no-one’s - 

and broke into a run! as speedy as me!’ 

 
Supertato: Veggies Assemble Sue Hendra & Paul Linnet 
Simon & Schuster 978-1471121005 

The Evil Pea is back on the loose and there's anarchy in the supermarket aisles 
again! Can our caped potato superhero divert disaster? Or is he going to need 
backup? A funny, fast-moving adventure. 

 
Sue Hendra is the author/illustrator of the hugely successful Barry the Fish with Fingers. Sue lives in 
Brighton. 

 
 

 
Alan’s Big, Scary Teeth Jarvis Walker 978-1406370805 
Meet Alan, an alligator with a secret. Famed for his big, scary teeth, he sneaks 
into the jungle every day to scare the jungle animals ... "I'm big, scary Alan! 
Fear my razor-sharp teeth!" But after a long day of scaring, Alan likes nothing 
better than to run a warm mud bath and take out his false teeth, which 
nobody knows about - until his teeth go missing! What will Alan do now? This 
is a comedy of self-discovery; warm-hearted, and with bright graphic art. 

 
Alan would start each day… polishing his scales, sharpening his nails… and brushing each of his 
big, scary teeth for (at least) ten minutes at a time. 
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Animals(Topsy Turvy World) Wes Magee & Tracey Tucker 
QED 9781784935962 (publ October 2016) 

A pair of striped zebras are climbing a tree? While giraffes are on holiday in the 

sea? Something is upside down in this Topsy Turvy land. Step inside and let your 

imagination go wild – lots of bizarre and curious scenes to spot and discover! 

Wes Magee has published more than 100 books for young readers - fiction, poetry, plays, picture 

books, and anthologies. He performs his 'Poetry Show' and gives writing workshops in schools and 

libraries. 

Tracey Tucker is an illustrator, living in a small fishing village by the sea. 

 
Bocchi and Pocchi’s Big Surprise Noriko Matsubara 
Troika Books 978-1909991194 
Bocchi and Pocchi are two socks – they have found a caterpillar in the kitchen! 
They want to take care of it, but who on earth eats cabbage for breakfast? Soon 
they get a wonderful surprise! 
Noriko Matsubara was born in Japan. She teaches Japanese, and has written and 

illustrated several books about Bocchi and Pocchi. She lives in County Durham. 

 
‘Cabbage for breakfast?’ asks Pocchi. ‘yes, it’s delicious!’ replies Caterpillar. 

 
You Must Bring a Hat Simon Philip & Kate Hindley 
Simon & Schuster 978-1471117329 
The only rule for attending this party is . . . you MUST bring a hat. But will 
bringing a monkey wearing a hat be enough? Find out in this surreal tale that 
builds to a gloriously even-more-surreal & hilarious ending. 

 

Kate Hindley graduated from Falmouth School of Art. She lives in Worcestershire. 
Simon Philip was a primary school teacher before becoming a writer. He lives in Chichester. 

 
‘Sorry Sir, but we’re under strict instructions not to let in any hat-and-monocle-wearing monkeys 
if they are accompanied by a badger called Geoff…unless Geoff can play the piano.’ 

 
Rapunzel, Rapunzel, Wash Your Hair! Steve Smallman & 
Neil Price QED 978-1784931292 
Three princes try to rescue Rapunzel from her tower but as Rapunzel never 

washes her hair it's greasy and filthy – too slippery to climb! Luckily one of 

the princes is a hairdresser… 

Steve Smallman is the author of Smelly Peter the Great Pea Eater (Winner of 

the Sheffield Children's Book Award 2009) and The Lamb Who Came for Dinner. 

Based in Cornwall, Neil Price works full-time as a freelance illustrator. 
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Hoot Owl – master of disguise Sean Taylor & Jean Julien 
Walker 978-1406361018 
Here is the laugh-out-loud tale of Hoot Owl, who is no ordinary owl - oh no! - 
he's a master of disguise! He will use his expert camouflage powers to trick his 
unsuspecting prey! Tiny animals of the night ... beware! But Hoot Owl's prey 
keeps escaping. Hilarity, ridiculousness and very bad costume changes abound! 

Sean Taylor is a storyteller and poet, author of Boing!, a bouncing comedy with a masterful display 
of emergency trampolining skills! 

 
I am HOOT OWL. I am hungry. And here I come! 
The night has a thousand eyes, and two of them are mine. 
I swoop through the bleak blackness, like a wolf in the air. 

 
Activity: Talk about these picture book stories and what especially makes you 
smile and laugh with each one. Talk generally too about your favourite picture 
books and the things in them that make you laugh. Is it the words, the pictures, the 
characters, what they do? Or their appearance, funny things in the story? 

 

Books for younger readers 
 

Anna Liza and the Happy Practice Eoin Colfer 
& Matt Robertson  Barrington Stoke   978-1781125595 
Anna Liza likes to help cheer up her mother's psychiatric patients, but when 

she meets Edward, she hits a brick wall. Edward's dad is so sad since his mum 

left; he says his life isn't going anywhere. Anna Liza has a plan to get him on 

the move again - if only she can manage to evade her mother's attention! 

High quality cream paper and a special easy to read font ensure a smooth read for all. 

Eoin Colfer trained to be a teacher. His first book was Benny and Omer and in 2001 he published 

the first of his very popular Artemis Fowl books. He lives in Ireland. 

Matt Robertson did a degree in Children's Book Illustration at Cambridge School of Art. His first 

book was Super Stan and he lives in Norwich. 

 
Edward was the saddest person I had ever seen. His eyes were red from crying and he could not 

manage as much as a tiny smile even though I told him my Top 17 knock-knock jokes. 

 

Activity: Collect knock-knock jokes! What are your Top 17? Make up some of your 
own! Here are a couple to give you an idea of the ‘knock-knock’ formula: 
Knock! Knock! Knock! Knock! 
Who’s there ? Who’s there? 
Barbie. Thistle 
Barbie who? Thistle who? 
Barbiecue. Thistle teach you not to ask stupid questions! 
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The Dragonsitter: Trick or Treat? Josh Lacey 
& Garry Parsons Andersen Press Out in September 

On Halloween the night is full of strange creatures: witches, vampires, ghosts 

– and dragons. In their seventh adventure Eddie and Emily take their uncle's 

pet dragons trick or treating. The dragons have quite the sweet tooth, and it's 

not long before things go ghoulishly wrong... 

Josh Lacey has also written The Island of Thieves, and Bearkeeper. He lives in London. 

Garry Parsons has written and illustrated a number of books including Krong! and Billy’s Bucket. He 

has recently worked with Stephen and Lucy Hawking. 

 

For more about the Dragonsitter series and some great activities see our 
Chatterbooks Dragonsitter pack! 

 
Pigsticks and Harold and the Pirate Treasure Alex Milway 
Walker 978-1406346053 
Pigsticks' old enemy Sir Percival Snout has turned up in Tuptown and claims 

the town belongs to him. They need to raise a fortune to buy it back - luckily, 

Pigsticks' great-great-grandpig was a pirate, and his buried treasure has never 

been found. Can Pigsticks and Harold find the treasure in time? 

Alex Milway is the author of The Mousehunter trilogy.His new series, Pigsticks and Harold, features 

a furry hamster and a decidedly un-furry pig. Alex lives in London. 

 
‘Luckily he left this map behind with a riddle stating how to find his hidden treasure. No one has 

ever solved the riddle. If we can do that, we can find his fortune and save Tuptown!’ 

 

Activity: What funny riddles do your group enjoy? Look up some more and try 
them out on each other. 

 
Maxwell Mutt and the Downtown Dogs 
Steve Voake & Jim Field Walker 978-1406357530 
Maxwell Mutt is a small dog, with a big heart, who joins a gang of dogs. When 

a friend is in need, they brave the city, and the Collector, the cruellest ever 

dog-catcher. But dreams, fun and adventure are waiting along the way. 

Steve Voake lives in Somerset. He is the author of Hooey Higgins and Daisy 

Dawson, and novels for older readers. He teaches the Bath Spa MA in Writing for Young People. 

Jim Field is the illustrator of young fiction titles like The Parent Agency (David Baddiel), and the 

SuperCat books. His picture books include the Roald Dahl Funny Prize-winning Oi Frog! (Kes Gray). 

 
What’s lost can be found. And in between the looking there’s always fun to be had. 

 
Talk about difficult times you have had and how having fun can help! 

https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/1403/
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Fiction 
 

 

 
Aidan Abet, Teacher’s Pet Guy Bass & Steve May 
Barrington Stoke 978-1781125922 
Aidan Abet knows how to survive at school - be indispensable to the teacher. But 

there's something odd about new teacher and her menagerie of animals. Should 

he help them, or is his dedication to teacher-pleasing just too ingrained? 

Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers 8+ 

Guy Bass’s books include Stitch Head, The Legend of Frog, and Atomic! He has 

also written plays for both adults and children. 

Steve May illustrated Jeremy Strong's Cartoon Kid series and the Jiggy McCue books. He was the 
artist for the Reading Agency's 2012 Summer Reading Challenge. He lives in London. 

 
A night’s sleep will send you one of two ways – you’ll either dwell on your problems, or decide to 
put them behind you. Aidan Abet decided on the second course. 

Talk about how you deal with things on your mind – and get a good night’s sleep! 
 

Desirable Frank Cottrell Boyce & Cate James 
Barrington Stoke 978-1781124246 
For George’s birthday his grandad sends him an old bottle of aftershave which 

has developed extra properties since its sell-by date! Now George is irresistible 

to all the girls! Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers 

aged 8+ 

Frank Cottrell Boyce was the writing talent behind the London 2012 Olympic 

Opening Ceremony. His novel Millions won the Carnegie Medal and was adapted into a film 

directed by Danny Boyle. 

Cate James lives in Edinburgh. She illustrates the Lollipop and Grandpa books and is artist in 

residence at the Sick Kids hospital in Edinburgh. 

 
Every morning I have to walk past her (Perfect Paula) while she entertains her crew by making 

hilarious comments about me, my clothes, and most of all my backpack. 

 

Why do you think Paula and her friends make fun of George and his backpack? 
 

To Wee or Not to Wee! Pamela Butchart 
& Thomas Flintham Nosy Crow 978-0857637727 
When Izzy is asked to tell her friends some exciting stories, she thinks of Macbeth 

- there are battles, loads of gore, and excellent witches…Her friends want more, 

so she moves on to A Midsummer Night's Dream, Romeo and Juliet and Hamlet - 

now everyone wants to know more about the Bard! Four hilarious retellings of 

Shakespeare's plays! 

Pamela Butchart‘s books include The Spy Who Loved School Dinners. She also 
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teaches philosophy. 

Thomas Flintham’s work is influenced by all kinds of books,comics and Japanese video games. 

That night everyone came to my house and we forced Zach’s mum and my mum to watch us 

PERFORM the play of ‘Romeo and Juliet’ and they laughed the whole way through it (even though 

it wasn’t supposed to be funny). 

Choose one of these Shakespeare retellings & in your group plan and then act out 
your own performance of the play! 

 
The Great Chocoplot Chris Callaghan & Lalalimola 
Chicken House 978-1910002513 
Jelly and her family live in Chompton-on-de-Lyte, where everyone loves a 

Chocablocka bar or two. When the end of chocolate is announced, she can't 

believe it. Is it really the chocopocalypse, or is there a chocoplot afoot? 

Chris Callaghan entered The Great Chocoplot into Chicken House’s Open Coop for 

unpublished writers, where it was snapped up for publication. He lives in 

Newcastle. 

Jelly closed her eyes and let the chocolate relax and smooth her senses, then realised something. 

Whatever happened tomorrow didn’t really matter any more. 

 

What’s your favourite food to put you in a good mood? 
 

Eddy Stone and the Epic Holiday Mash-up Simon Cherry & 
Francis Blake Usborne Books 978-1474903059 
When Eddy finds a pirate in his gran's bath, his miserable summer holiday 

becomes a treasure hunt! Setting sail in a ship-shaped shed, crewed by an old 

lady and a grumpy penguin, what could possibly stop their quest for booty? 

Simon Cherry is a television producer writer and director. He lives in Surrey. 

Francis Blake is an illustrator whose work appears in magazines, books and 

advertising campaigns worldwide. He lives in London. 

 
…’Somebody must have a very strange sense of humour,’ said the Crew, ‘To make the magic map 

and work out the tasks and bury this chest. It’s a lot of effort for a bit of cake.’ 

 

What do we mean by ‘a sense of humour’? Do you know anyone without one? 
 

The Bolds to the Rescue Julian Clary & David Roberts 
Andersen 978-1783443802 
The Bolds are a family of hyenas living as humans in a suburban house. Their 

kindness to animal waifs and strays has become legendary: more and more 

animals keep turning up to stay – including a sheep, a crocodile, and a couple of 

racehorses on the run! 
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Julian Clary is a comedian, entertainer and novelist. He lives in Kent. 

David Roberts has collaborated with Julia Donaldson, Sally Gardner, Philip Ardagh and Jacqueline 

Wilson. He is also the creator of the popular Dirty Bertie books. He lives in London. 

 
‘I’ll come to that later,’ said Sheila. ‘Now. Correct me if I’m wrong but a group of hyenas is known 

as a ‘clan’, isn’t it?’ ‘Yes!’ agreed Mrs Bold. ‘Though we are sometimes called a ‘cackle’ of hyenas, 

which I think is a better description, certainly in our case. We really do love a good laugh.’ 

 

Activity: List all the words you can which mean ‘laughing/finding something funny’. 
 

The New Teacher Dominique Demers & Tony Ross Alma 
Books 978-1846883996 
Mademoiselle Charlotte, the new teacher, is different: she wears a large hat 

and a crumpled dress. She looks like a scarecrow, and she talks to a rock. She 

makes school more fun, getting pupils to measure the room with cooked 

spaghetti in maths class and even taking them on at football. 

A former professor and journalist in her native Canada, Dominique Demers is 

the successful author of over fifty books for children, young adults and adults. 

Tony Ross has illustrated over 800 books for authors such as Roald Dahl, David Walliams, Paula 

Danziger and Michael Palin. His books include the Little Princess series. 

 
Miss Charlotte had reckoned that if we worked hard and did a little bit of homework every 

evening we could get through the ‘compulsory stuff’ in two hours, which left us exactly three 

hours and fifty eight minutes for ‘fun stuff’. After a few days we had a whole raft of ideas on how 

to fill that extra free time. 

 

What ‘fun stuff’ would you choose to do if you had that extra free time? 
 

Don’t Look Now – Hobby Farm and Seeing Red Paul Jennings 
& Andrew Weldon Hodder 978-1444921298 
Ricky dreams of being famous. He has a secret that might help him realise this 

dream – he can fly. Really fly. But only when no one is looking. If anyone sees 

him, he will fall out of the sky and almost certainly die. Will he risk flying in 

public? Here are two hilarious stories, told in words and cartoon pictures. 

A teacher and specialist in engaging reluctant readers, Paul Jennings has 

published over 100 books. 

Andrew Weldon is an Australian cartoonist, whose books include The Kid with the Amazing Head. 
 
 

…I heard a loud shout. And laughter… ‘Aah, aah, haa, haa, haa, Ricky looks like a chook.’ I felt 

such a fool I could feel my face turning red. Jenny…shook her head at me. ‘That’s enough of that,’ 
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she said to Mandy Chow. Jenny was being kind, but I could see that she was trying not to laugh, 

too. 

The World of Norm: Includes Delivery Jonathan Meres & 
Donough O’Malley Orchard 978-1408341933 
Norm knew it was going to be one of those days when he lost his house... But 

even when he finds it, things don't get much better. What could be worse than 

imagining your parents at a salsa dancing event - with your best friend?! Norm's 

not sure what's got into Mikey, but hormones may be involved… Jonathan 

Meres is a writer and comedian, who was nominated for the Perrier Award at 

the Edinburgh Festival in 1993. He is the author of the successful Yo Diary series. 

 

Why did everyone find him so flipping hilarious?...Perhaps he’d be better off trying to become a 

comedian, instead? An actual comedian on the TV. Not just someone who could make their 

friends and family laugh. Maybe there was actual money to be made out of being funny. 

 

How might you make money out of being funny?! 
 

Completely Cassidy: Accidental Genius Tamsyn Murray 
Usborne Books 978-1409562719 
Meet Cassidy. With her embarrassing dad, pregnant mum, loser brother and 

knicker-chewing dog, she's almost invisible in her family. She's hoping Year 7 is 

her time to shine, especially since a test proved she's Gifted & Talented. The only 

problem is she picked her answers at random… 

Tamsyn Murray lives in Hertfordshire. As well as writing, she sings and dances 

with her local amateur dramatics society. 

Molly…turned out to be very hard to please in the aftermath of her MEGA Liam-related strop. It 

had taken the combined wit of Shenice and me doing our best comedy dance-off routine to get 

her to crack a smile on Friday night… 

 

Activity: See who can keep a straight face the longest when you tell each other 
jokes! 

 
Jacky Ha-Ha (Middle School) James Patterson & Chris 
Grabenstein Arrow 978-1784754068 
With her irresistible urge to tell a joke in every situation, twelve-year-old Jacky 

Ha-Ha loves to make people laugh. And wise-cracking helps distract her from the 

not-so-funny things in her life, like her mom serving in a faraway war, and a dad 

who's hardly ever home. One starlit night, she makes a promise to keep her 

family together... even if she has to give up the thing that makes her happy. But 

can she stop being Jacky Ha-Ha, if that's who she really is? 
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James Patterson is the author of the Middle School books, and the I Funny, Treasure Hunters, and 
House of Robots series. He has been the most borrowed author in UK libraries. He lives in Florida, 

 

The story I want to tell you guys took place when I was twelve. It starts when I deciced to clinb up 
to the top of the Ferris wheel in the Seaside Heights boardwalk in New Jersey. It was after 
midnight, so the ride was locked up tight. But that didn’t stop me. I was a girl on a mission. 
You could say I was a little crazy back in the 1990s. (Heck, we all were. We danced to music by 
rwo guys named Milli Vanilli.) 

 

I Funny (Middle School) James Patterson & Chris Grabenstein 
Arrow 978-178475014 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
comedy act? 

Jamie Grimm is a middle schooler on a mission: he wants to become the world's 

greatest stand-up comedian. When Jamie finds out about a contest called the 

Funniest Kid on the Planet, he decides to enter. But are the judges rewarding him 

out of pity because he happens to be in a wheelchair? Will Jamie share the secret 

of his troubled past - and reason for his disability - instead of hiding behind his 

Presenting me. Jamie Grimm. The sit-down comic. 

So, can you deal with this? Some people can. Some people can’t. Sometimes even I can’t deal with 

it (like just about every morning, when I wake up and look at myself in the mirror). 

But you know what they say: ‘If life gives you lemons, learn how to juggle.’ Or, even better, learn 

how to make people laugh. 

 

There’s more about other Middle School books in the Further Reading section of 
this pack – and in our Chatterbooks Middle School pack. 

 
 

 

East London 

The Big Wish Brandon Robshaw Chicken House 
978-1908435897 
When Sam sees a shooting star, he naturally wishes on it – for a million wishes. 

And his wish comes true. He has fun experimenting with wishes until he finds 

that changing stuff has consequences he hadn’t anticipated. And what’s the point 

of doing anything, if you can just wish for it and make it happen? 

Brandon Robshaw has written several books for children, including some under 
the name of Adam Blade for the Beast Quest and Sea Quest series. He lives in 

 

‘I wish you’d start running uphill, water!’ I told it. 
The water collected itself and then started to crawl uphill, like a glistening, silvery snake. We 
watched it get smaller and smaller as it crawled away from us. Then Evan looked at me. I looked 
at Evan. 
And we both burst out laughing. There didn’t seem to be anything else to do. 

 

Have you had times like this when all you can do is laugh when things go wrong?! 

https://readingagency.org.uk/resources/1164/
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My Great Success and Other Failures Catherine Wilkins 
Nosy Crow 978-0857634900 
Jess’s cartoons are beginning to take off. A local comic store wants to use 

them in a campaign and she looks like becoming rather famous (at school). 

This leads to tensions with her friends. Why can’t people be happy for her? It’s 

not as if success is going to her head… or that it’s anything like success at all... 

Catherine Wilkins is a writer and comedian. She lives in London, and writes jokes and stories which 
she performs around the country. 

 
What can I draw that’s funny for a political campaign…? It’s got to make people think about 
global warming and climate change in a whole new way… I realise I had been coming at the 
cartoon from the wrong angle. It’s not what’s funny about flooding, it’s kind of the opposite. 
Comedy is tragedy plus time. Or something. 

 
Have a look at cartoons in newspapers, about politics and current affairs. Talk 
about the messages they give. Do you find them funny? 

 

More books to get you laughing! – stories, jokes and non-fiction 
 

Holiday Ha Ha Ha! Simon & Schuster 978-1471146220 
Laugh your socks off with these hilarious short stories – from disastrous car 
journeys to super-powered grannies to gruesomely funny ghost hunters! 
Featuring a stellar line-up of much-loved authors including Steve Cole, David 
Solomons, Joanna Nadin, Jeremy Strong, William Sutcliffe, Steven Butler, 
Candy Harper and Jonathan Meres. 

 
The Funniest Holiday Joke Book Ever Joe King Andersen 
978-1783441099 
Holiday jokes to get you laughing! 
Which cake lives in a French cathedral? The Flapjack of Notre Dame! 
How do oysters call their friends? On shell phones! 

 
 

 
Could a Tiger Walk a Tightrope? Camilla de la Bedoyere & 
Aleksei Bitskoff QED 978-1781715871 
By imagining animals in everyday scenarios, readers can learn about their size, diet 
and other features. For example, a baby elephant drinks 10 litres of milk a day - so 
imagine having one round for breakfast! Engaging question and answer format will 

keep readers entertained and help them to understand and retain animal facts. 
Camilla de le Bedoyere has written more than 250 books for children. She is currently Editor of the 
Children's Page of a British national newspaper. 
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Aleksei Bitskoff is an artist whose illustration for the AOI's Transport For London competition was 
exhibited and his story Me and You gained 3rd place in the Macmillan Prize. 

 
Animal Antics  Derek Harvey DK 978-1409354543 
Packed with amazing animals and all the weird things they do Animal 
Antics gives you fascinating animal facts that will help you understand much 
more about animal behaviour - plus colourful photography capturing actions 
and behaviours that will make you laugh out loud! From swinging pandas and 
leaping lizards, to back-scratching monkeys and frolicking frogs, Animal 

Antics helps you understand why animals do the strangest things. 

 
Giant panda cubs can’t resist playing in trees – even if it means they might end up in unexpected 

positions. 

Humans are not the only animals that like to get together and have fun. Chimps like to share a 

joke, and use laughter to strengthen bonds between members of a group. 

 
 

 

More funny fiction ! 
 

Picture Books    

Peter Bently & Duncan 
Beedie 

Monsters’ Nonsense: 
Pem Pem’s Birthday 
The Green Gobbler 

QED  
978-1784935948 
978-1784935924 

 The Space Spider  978-1784935931 

 The Zingy Zapper  978-1609929121 

 Enjoy phonics with non-words   

Peter Bently & David 
Roberts 

Those Magnificent Sheep in 
Their Flying Machine 

Andersen 978-1783441587 

Timothy Knapman & Nikki 
Dyson 

Dinosaurs Don’t Have Bedtimes Walker 978-1406372199 

Steve Smallman & Neil 
Price 

Fairytales Gone Wrong: 
Snow White & the Very Angry 
Dwarf 
Don’t Pick Your Nose, Pinocchio! 
You’re Not So Ugly Ducklng 

QED  
978-1784935320 

 
 

978-1784931285 
978-1784935337 

Ben Bailey Smith & Sav 
Akyuz 

I Am Bear Walker 978-1406359251 

Ruth Symons & Aleksei 
Bitskoff 

There’s a Triceratops in the 
Treehouse 

QED 978-1781711576 

Sean Taylor, Kate Hindley Don’t Call Me Choochie Pooh! Walker 978-1406345605 
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Jean Willis & Tony Ross Lucinda Belinda Melinda 
McCool 

Andersen 978-1783442027 

Jean Willis & Tony Ross Slug Needs a Hug! Andersen 978-1783442096 

For Younger Readers    

Camilla de la Bedoyere & 
Aleksei Bitskoff 

Could a Monkey Waterski? QED 978-1781715888 

Martin Howard & Andy 
Janes 

Shaun the Sheep: Mossy Bottom 
Farm – Pranks a Lot! 

Walker 978-1406366228 

Michael Rosen, Tony Ross Don’t Forget Tiggs! Andersen 978-1783442690 

 Fluff the Farting Fish  978-1849395274 

More Fiction    

Julian Clary & David 
Roberts 

The Bolds Andersen 978-1783443055 

Candy Harper Strawberry Sisters: Especially 
Amelia 

Simon & Schuster 978-1471147081 

Anthony Horowitz The Falcon’s Malteser Walker 978-1406365832 

Gary Northfield Julius Zebra: Rumble with the 
Romans! 

Walker 978-1406365870 

Stephen Pastis Timmy Failure: Sanitized For 
Your Protection 

Walker 978-1406365764 

James Patterson & Chris House of Robots Arrow 978-0099568285 

Grabenstein Robots Go Wild!  978-0099568292 

James Patterson & Chris 
Grabenstein 

I Even Funnier 
I Totally Funniest 
I Funny TV 

Arrow 978-1784750152 
978-0099596325 
978-1784753993 

James Patterson & Chris 
Grabenstein 

Middle School – 
Just My Rotten Luck 

Arrow 978-0099596462 

Andy Riley King Flashypants and the Evil 
Emperor 

Hodder 978-1444929591 

Emma Shevah & Helen 
Cranford-White 

Dara Palmer’s Major Drama Chicken House 978-1910002322 

William Sutcliffe & David 
Tazzyman 

Circus of Thieves and the 
Comeback Caper 

Simon & Schuster 978-1471145353 

Danny Wallace & Jamie 
Littler 

Hamish and the Never People Simon & Schuster 978-1471123917 

Catherine Wilkins My Brilliant Life & Other Nosy Crow 978-0857631596 

 Disasters   

 My School Musical & Other  978-0857633095 

 Punishments   
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Forrest Wilson & David 
McKee 

Super Gran Andersen 978-1783444588 

Neal Zetter & Rory Walker It’s Not Fine to Sit on a 
Porcupine: Lots of Funny Poems 

Troika Books 978-1909991286 

FUNNY FICTION: More favourites   

Michael Bond & Peggy 
Fortnum 

A Bear Called Paddington HarperCollins 978-0007174164 

Roald Dahl & Quentin 
Blake 

George’s Marvellous Medicine Puffin 978-0141346403 

Anne Fine Bill’s New Frock Egmont 978-1405233187 

Claire Freedman & Ben 
Cort 

Aliens Love Underpants! Simon & Schuster 978-1416917052 

Jeff Kinney Diary of a Wimpy Kid Puffin 978-0141324906 

Arnold Lobel Frog and Toad Together HarperCollins 978-0007512928 

Megan McDonald & Peter 
Reynolds 

Judy Moody Saves the World! Walker Books 978-1406335842 

Dav Pilkey The Adventures of Captain 
Underpants 

Scholastic 978-0439014571 

Jim Smith Barry Loser: I am Not a Loser Egmont 978-1405260312 

Andy Stanton & David 
Tazzyman 

You’re a Bad Man Mr Gum! Egmont 978-1405274920 

Jeremy Strong The Hundred Mile An Hour Dog Puffin 978-0141322346 

Valerie Thomas & Korky 
Paul 

Winnie the Witch OUP 978-0192726438 

David Walliams & Quentin 
Blake 

Mr Stink HarperCollins 978-0007279067 

 

 

Who am I? 
1. Clarice Bean 
2. Paddington Bear 
3. Wimpy Kid 

4. Horrid Henry 
5. Mrs Twit 
6. Scaredy Squirrel 
7. Dirty Bertie 
8. Captain Underpants 
9. Mr Stink 
10.Mr Gum 
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Wordsearch solution 
 
 
 

X S K C I T S G I P Z X Q W J G W 
D Q A X V N M B C Z A S F X G R I 
G W Z L Y R R A B L O S E R P T N 
Z G J B M X V C Z A D X Z E K B N 
S U P E R T A T O Z X Q W T Z X I 
U Z E E Q J W R Y I P Z X T K Q E 
P M E E R U L I A F Y M M I T W T 
E Z H X H Z G X A Q Z X W S X Z H 
R X S B Y Q T J Z W A S Z N H J E 
G Q E Z M W N U V C Z A Q O G F W 
R W H Q D X M D Q E T U W G K X I 
A V T W Z R A Y F X Q W X A J B T 
N P N J O X N M J G D A B R G P C 
Q E U N S D L O B E H T X D Z Z H 
Z C A Q B Q Z O B J X Q Z E W Q J 
W J H Y I P L D F D A Z C H S X F 
Z X S H I F T Y M C G I N T Y W G 

 


